
Ladies Match Report 
What a beautiful sunny winters day last Tuesday was over at Dudley Park, for the ladies winter 
triples. Fingers crossed the sun keeps shinning and we get a few more days of bowls in this week. 
26 teams entered the competition and Halls Head had 10 teams competing. Well done girls for your 
continual support  the ladies winter bowls competition. 
Once again the Halls Head girls come home with a few of the major prizes. 

Winners: Ruth Grace and her Dudley Park Team 
Runner-up: Carol Funazzi, Jill Gumbleton and Gail Nimmo 
3rd Place: Pat Huckson and her Mandurah team 
1st Round Winners: Claudette Harper, May Kiddle and Julie Rowe 
2nd Round Winners: Kaye Sewell, Patsy Smith and Gill Matheson 
3rd Round Winners: Jeni Stretton, Cheryl Brown and Sue Edwards 
 

Thankyou to Sue Edwards, our ladies vice-captain, for filling in for me over 
the last couple of weeks. A job well done! 
See you all on Thursday at mixed bowls  Looking like a cool but sunny day. 
Names in by 12.30 please. 
Happy Bowling 
Jill Gumbleton  
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A last get together for some of our bowlers before going their separate ways fol-
lowing a very successful run  at the Carnarvon Annual Bowling Carnival this year. 
Well done to you all for flying the Halls Head flag high…”Do what you do, do 
well…” 

Sue Edwards and Bob 
Jackson enjoying an after 
game drink on Monday 
afternoon. There’s always 
a warm welcome at Halls 
Head Bowling Club 

HHB&RC is so much more 
than just a bowling club. 
We have a thriving social 
membership too. Here’s a 
photo of HHBC Friendship 
Group out to lunch at 
Sandy Cove Tavern last  

Friday  
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Last Monday Any Gender Nominated Pairs 
saw an unprecedented amount of Wrong 
Bias bowls heading up and down our 
greens! It must be something n the air. 

Here are just  SOME of the ones we 
managed to snap… there were more! 

HHBC thanks you all for your contributions 

We are considering forwarding your details 
to Perth Cathedral we hear they are always 
on the lookout for some accomplished 
Campanologists... 
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"We love coffee and everything to do with 
making coffee. The beans we sell are roasted 
with care and passion to the highest quality 
achievable and we take pride knowing we 
provide a coffee unlike anywhere else."  

11 Galbraith Loop, Falcon WA 6210  

 

To be the most successful Bowling Club—One Club, One Family  

https://www.hallsheadbowls.com.au/governance-purpose-vision-values 



Lawn bowls… a game that is simple to play but difficult to master and like most things 
you only improve with practice. Here’s a handy drill for practicing weight control. 

DON’T FORGET! 

If you're getting away in your 
caravan during these cooler months  

Take a quick photo on your phone and send it 
through to us so it can be included in the BIAS 
and help bring a smile to our readers.  

Cheers David Heckingbottom 

news.hallsheadbc@gmail.com 
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